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This Is the Time to Choose Between
Lasting Shame or Lasting Honor
The Allied Jewish Campaign has gotten off to
a good start. We already have exceeded the entire
amount that was raised in the 1947 drive.
But we aye far from triumph.
The $2,000,000 yet to be secured in order to
reach the entire goal of $6,200,000 may be th& most
difficult sum to raise.
The coming few -weeks therefore represent a
major responsibility to our people.
Either we strive to achieve lasting honor
through total success for the drive—by upholding
the hands of the fighters for freedom and the survivors fi.om Nazism who are struggling to retain
their will to live—or our failure will spell our last. ing shame.
This means that we shall have to reach many
thousands of unsolicited Detroit Jews for the bal. ance needed during the coming three weeks.
The results attained thus far indicate that this
- is not an impossible task.
if the campaign fails, WE fail.
Bt-it it is inconceivable 'for us to fail in an hour
of stress.
Let us- go forth to victory—for the sake of our
'honor as a community.
-

(See Campaign Story

on Page 5)
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(By Jewish News Special Correspondent)

LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y.—Bewildered statesmen, American and British, are deadlocked
over a plan for Palestine. But reports from Washington appear to indicate that State
Department officials are so surprised by the Jewish victories that they fear continued
Haganah successes will lead to revolts in Arab countries and to the complete upsetting of plans to keep Russia out of the Middle Eastern spheres. Jewish sources assert
that revolts could only be interpreted as opposition to feudalism.
The latest successes of the Jewish fighting forces in Jerusalem, reported on Tuesday, reveal that Jews have successfully repulsed repeated Arab attacks upon Kfar Etzion.
The Jerusalem JTA report states that a strong force of Arab Leaionnaires was joined in
the attack on Kfar Etzion before dawn Tuesday by a company of Iraqiand large numbers,
of local Arabs who used field guns, armored cars and heavy machine guns. • This and
other victories strengthen the stand of those who favor immediate establishment of a Jewish State. There is, however, a strong group in the Jewish Agency that favors a truce
before statehood, in order to give Judaea a chance to gain more recruits and to acquire
the support of many countries which now are wavering in their sentiments.
As the time for the termination of the British mandate nears—the hour having been
set for midnight Friday, May 14—the inpouring of British troops into Palestine has
created new doubts whether Britain actually will give up control of the country. Meanwhile it is pointed out here that the British plan for a temporary UN regime in Palestine,
to be assigned to "neutrals"—as outlined by Creech-Jones on Monday—differs from the
U. S. plan on three major points: .1. The U. S. plan would suspend partition and forbid
Jews and Arabs from establishing independent states, but Creech-Jones left the impression that Jews and Arabs will be left on their own to do as they please; 2. The U. S. plan
would restrict immigration to 4,000 a month for two years and would repeal the land purchase restrictions, but the British plan is silent on these points,. leaving the Jews free
to act upon them; 3. The U. S. plan would apply until the next General Assembly session
in Paris, Sept. 21, where a permanent plan is expected to be arrived at, but it is assumed
by British silence that the country would remain in its present partitioned status.
Meanwhile Jewish communities • throughout the land are planning mass demonstrations for Sunday, May 16, to join with Palestine Jewry in hailing the establishment of the Jewish State.
(The Detroit demonstration is being planned by the Zionist Council of. Detroit,
Benjamin M. Laikin, Council president, states that a nationally prominent leader
will speak here Sunday afternoon, May 16, at the planned demonstration.)

Gun Takes Its Place at Passover Seder Table
As Haganah Fights for Freedom Against Odds
The battle for freedom is in full force in Palestine and Haganah is determined both to reject
threats of enslavement as well as conquest by the overwhelming strength of the Arab powers. The
map on the left shows how Judaea is encircled by the Arab states. Numerals indicate the fighting
strength of Arab nations whose armies are reported marching on Jewish colonies in the north, south
and east of the small Jewish State. Abdullah's first forces are estimated at 8,000. Armored Egyptian divisions are said to have crossed into the Negev. Train loads of infantry troops have leftl
Cairo. These forces will be pitched against the Jewish fighting forces of approximately 75,000.
—
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In the lower photo (right), an automatic gun is seen resting against the Jewish Blue and White
Flog as members of Haganah take advantage of a lull in fighting in Jerusalem to celebrate Pass. over. Thus the gun was added to the matzo, wine and moror at the Haganah Seder.
The lower left photo shows part of a Haganah convoy hailing ifs triumph over Arabs as 1,000
tons of food were brought to the City of David in 240 trucks.
The center map shows the first point of Arab invasion of Palestine, where' Abdullah's forces
took possession of Jericho. But from there, too, Arabs are fleeing.
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